Thank you for enquiring about our Tape to DVD transfer service. The charge to transfer
a VHS, Betamax or Camcorder tape to DVD is £5.00 (Betamax & Camcorders £6.00) for
the first half hour and £1.00 for each additional half hour. Unlike many companies, we
only charge for the bits you want, so if the tape has an old TV programme or film on it,
we will ask you if you want it transferred. We also try and remove any long gaps or
broken video. Usually, we will leave clips where the camera has been left on accidently
because they often contain interesting audio. Audio is adjusted to an optimum level. If
necessary, we apply colour correction to provide an improved image. Get an extra copy
for just £2.50 if done at the same time. DVDs are not indestructible, so a backup copy
makes sense.
Mobile phone videos, can be sent to my Google Drive. I create a custom folder and email
you a link. This gives you access to the folder and you simply copy the video files across.
I can also edit the clips, as necessary.
Mouldy tapes are a potential health hazard and also damage recording equipment.
We clean any tapes that show signs of mould, using a custom tape-cleaner. We
reserve the right to charge for this service.

DVDs are custom-printed with a brief text description. You can tell us what you want
and we will also add a small photograph or graphic, if required. The DVD is inserted into
a clear plastic sleeve. Alternatively, we can supply a hard plastic case for £1.00.

Custom-designed DVD cases with printed inserts are also available. Please ask for
pricing.
Tapes are transferred using professional JVC, Canon and Panasonic equipment to ensure
the best possible quality. The files are captured into a video editor where they are remastered and then rendered into a DVD image file before being burnt to the DVD. The
image file is kept for up to four weeks in case further copies are required. It is then
deleted. Additional DVD copies are £2.50 (£3.00 if over 2 hours) if requested at the time
of purchase.
We can also provide the video files on a USB memory stick or external hard drive. Prices
depend on the length of the video. We use an H264 encoder with the best setting for your
original material.
Most people prefer to drop their tapes in to us at 23 St. Augustine’s Close Droitwich
WR9 8QW (By the Chateau Impney traffic lights). Alternatively, you can post them to
us. We will return them using MyHermes. Postage costs will be similar to what it cost
you to send them. If you are popping in, please call or text on 07551 996668 first so
we can make sure someone is here.
If you are unhappy with the transferred video, the cost of transfer will be refunded. The
master files are kept for a period of four weeks, after which time they are destroyed.
Refunds and corrections cannot be made after that time. Please check your transfers on
receipt.
Whilst every endeavour is made to provide the best quality transfer, sometimes tapes are

